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...is a quote that has kept us motivated to get into the depths of the 

various pedagogical advancements in the field of education across the 

globe. It is evident from our esteemed  that we intend to collaborations

walk the talk. 

The word  is inspired  the phrase Gita Saar which mea  SAAR by ns the

Essence of the Bhagavad Gita.



H. K. S. International School

Holy Angles High School

Ingraham Institute - ICSE Branch

Innovative International School

IRIS Florets

Jaypee Public School

Jijamata English Medium School

K. N. Modi Pretty Penguins

Kanha Makhan Millennium Schools

Kings Height International School

KJohn Public School

Krishna International School

Lakshya International School

Lalita Public School

Laxmipatl Singhania Group of Schools

Little Angels School

Little Flower Group of Schools

Lokhandwala Foundation School

M. S. B. Educational Institute

Mahaveer Public School

Maneckji Cooper Education Trust

Mesco Crescent High School

MKH Sancheti Public School

Modern Public School

Montessori Cambridge School

Mother's Pet Kindergarten

Mount Abu Public School

MSB Educational Institute

Mukand Rai Public School

Muljlbhai Mehta International School

Nand Vidya Niketan School

Narayana Vidyalayam Group

National Victor Public School

Navrachana Neev The Prep School

New Horizon Group of Schools

NSM School

Oxford International School

P K. R. Jain Vatika Sr. Sec. School

P. P. Savani International School

Palladium School

Pawar Public School

Proxima International School

Queen Global International School

Radha Krishna Public School 

Radiant English Academy

Rahul Group of Schools 

Ramagya Group of Schools

RBK Kanakia International School

Ryan Group of Schools

S. N. B. P. Group of Schools

A. M. Naik School

A. P. C. Secondary School

Alpine Convent Schools

Amenity Public School

Anand Niketan Group of Schools

Apeejay Group of Schools

ASN Senior Secondary School

Aspam Scottish School

Aspire International

Aster Group of Schools

Atam Vallabh Public School

Athenia School

Aurum The Global School

B. B. R. T. International School

B. G. S. Vijnatham School

B. M. Global School

Bal Bhavan Public School

Bhai Parmanand Vidya Mandir School

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan's 

Vidyashram

Bhartiyam International School

Bhatnagar Group of Schools

Bilimora International School

Cambridge International School

Cambridge School

Capstone High School

Centre Point Group School

Ch. Chhabil Dass Public School

Children Academy

City Montessori School

D. B. Public School

D. C. M. Group of Schools

D. G. Khetan International School

Dashmesh Group of Schools

Delhi International Public School

Delhi Public School

Diamond Jubilee High School

Disney International School

Dolphin Kids

Emerald High School

Essense International School

Fazlani School

Fountainhead Schools

G. D. Goenka International School

Gajera Group Schools

Gems Group of Schools

Greenfield International School

Greenlawns High School

Gundecha Education Academy

Guru Gobind Singh Public School

Sacred Heart School

Sanjeevani World School

Saraswati International School

Sarvodaya School

Sarvottam International Schools

School Of Scholars Group

Scottish International School

She�eld Group of Schools

Shiva Siksha Sadan

Silver Oak International School

Spring Dale School

Spring Days School

Springdales Public School 

Sri Maruthi Vidya Mandir

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar Vidya Mandir

St. Claret School

St. Agnes ICSE School

St. Mary's ICSE.

Step By Step High School

Sunrise International School

The Bloomingdale School

The Happy Play School

The New Tulip International School

The Vivekananda School

Tree House Group Schools

Utpal Shanghvi Global School

Vidya Bharti Public School

Vijay Bharti School

Welkin Higher Secondary School

Wisdom Academy Sr Sec Public 

School

Wisdom Public School

Wisdom World School

WITTY International Schools

and many
more...
Know from our
esteemed partner
schools.



SAAR working with a vision to provide child-

centred skill based educational resources 

meeting  and to inculcate the SDG 2030 goals

21st Century Skills.

Digital Skills

Self-
anagementM

Self-
warenessA

Responsible
Decision aking-m

Relationship
Skills

Social
Awareness

Collaboration Critical ThinkingCommunication Creativity

Computational
& Design
Thinking 

Transferable
Skills 

Coding

21st Century Skills



as mentioned in NCF

Bruner's CPA approach 
focuses on using specific 
tools to help build logic for 
abstract mathematical 
concepts. Concrete 
objects bring accuracy, 
speed, and flexibility in 
computations. 

Which fraction is greater  or ?             

Conventional Method CPA Approach

Jerome Bruner 

CPA Cycle of Engagement
to build mathematical fluency

Says...
(FC)

An example of learning numbers through :ELPS

• E – Experience: Learning the mathematical concept of concrete objects, e.g., counting

concrete objects for learning numbers.

• L – Spoken Language: Describing the experience in language, e.g., what is being counted,

how many have been counted.

• P – Pictures: Representing mathematical concepts in a pictorial form e.g., if 3 balls have

been counted, these can be represented through 3 pictures of the ball.

• S – Written Symbols: Mathematical concept that has been learned through concrete

experience and pictorial can be generalized in written symbol form such as writing the

number 3 for three balls.



Synthetic PhonicsConventional Method

r a i n c o a t
Are Ay Eye En See Oh Ay Tee

*memorise spelling of each word

limited vocabulary 

r a i n c o a t
• • • •
/r/ /ai/ /n/ /c/ /oa/ /t/

learn sounds and decode the unknown words

a tap taps Dad taps Tom  cat.'s

LANGUAGE
COMPREHENSION

WORD
RECOGNITION

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

VOCABULARY

LANGUAGE STRUCTURE 

VERBA REASONINGL 

LITERACY KNOWLEDGE

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS 

DECODING

SIGHT RECOGNITION 

THE MANY 
STRANDS 

WOVEN INTO 
SKILLED 
READING

Reading Comprehension

Fluent execution and  
coordination of

word recognition 
and text comprehension 

Word Recognition 

Language Comprehension 

Word

Recognition 

Language

Comprehension

Reading

Comprehension

WR LC RC

© Scarborough Reading Rope

© Simple View of Reading-Gough and Tunmer 

Says...
(FC)4.5.1.4 Balanced Literacy Approach

In the early years, teaching of language and
literacy should be focussed on children
acquiring skills related to two broad categories:

a. Word recognition and accuracy in writing words 
(lower order skills): These include print awareness and 
phonological awareness (considered as foundational skills 
before teaching of decoding), decoding, writing letters and 
words correctly.

b. Language comprehension and expression (higher 
order skills): Oral language development, vocabulary 
development, reading with comprehension (including active 
response to reading), and original writing or composition.



given by

Kath Murdoch

Inquiry Cycle

Inquiry ased Learning-b

Conventional Method

*text is mostly provided to read and 
understand

*questions are generally direct

*very few experiences

*concepts are rote memorised

*Concept threads are led through inquisitiveness 
and self-oriented learning

*Exposure to real word scenarios using VTRs

*Questions are based on critical thinking and 
problem solving

*Active learning takes place at each stage

Section 3.2

Approach to content

‘Curriculum content will be reduced in 
each subject to its core essentials, to 
make space for critical thinking and 
more holistic, inquiry-based, 
discoverybased, discussion-based, 
and analysis-based learning.’
[NEP 2020, 4.5]

Says...
(FC)



Fitzroy Readers Software Art School Software

Subject e-books

SAAR provides e-books, software, OERs  and classroom conduction PPTs,

Digital Manipulatives 

Says...
Digital resources are beneficial 

Mathematical Playground



Continuous  and earning through Gamesevaluation l
Jolly

Lessons
Phonological
Awareness

My Picture
Library

Hands On Hindi F zroy Sounds/Readersit  

Facilitator & Learner App for teaching, learning,s 

-curriculum student engagement, assessments & communication



Bingo cards are like 
Tambola slips and a 
wonderful way to assess 
various concepts.

Bingo Cards
• Letters
• Image
• Quantification 
• Shape and Colour
• Varnmala

Make  through learning  engaging hands-on .tools

Lacing Templates

A wonderful resource for pincer development, eye-
hand coordination and spatial understanding.

Matching  and fixing right shapes provides . ordering
fun to little learners and develop spatial 
understanding. Exciting hands-on activities can also 
address shape names and properties.

Shape Puzzle

Roll them and catch 
them. Cubes bring in the 
element of play in the 
classroom.

Counting Cube
Emotional Cube
Letter Cube 

Cards that display 
numbers in various 
forms used to are 
quantify, compare, 
order numbers and 
also display 
operation 
sentences and 
results.

Maths 1-20
(Subitising + formation)

Ideal for 
teaching letter 
recognition, 
sounds of letter, 
phoneme-
grapheme 
association, 
early reading 
skills & visual 
discrimination 
of . varnmala

Hindi Flash Card

Ideal for teaching 
letter recognition, 
sounds of letter, 
phoneme-
grapheme 
association, 
Identifying 
uppercase and 
lowercase letters, 
early reading skills 
& visual 
discrimination of 
alphabet.

English Flash Card
(Image, Lower Case and Upper Case)

A set of posters for 
print-rich classroom.

These can be used 
variably for learning 
and assessments.

Poster / Calendar
• A - Z

• Brain Break A-Z

• Brain Break Stimulation

• Varnmala

• Mouth Position

• Shape and Colour

• Maths 1-20

• Tricky Word

Pictures say 
more than 
words. These 
picture cards are 
used for 
conversation, 
visual thinking 
strategies, 
sorting and
gamified
assessments.

EVS 288 Theme Cards

Children are very 
fearful of 
making 
mistakes. Wipe 
mats help them 
have fun while 
practicing 
concepts and 
displaying 
individual levels 
of achievements.

Wipe and Clean Fun Sheets



Bead String - A very useful resource to quantify numbers, 
understand base 10, compare and order numbers, have 
fluency in  number operations.

The content in textbooks and workbooks should be complemented

with appropriate manipulatives in the classroom.says...

Ally, the Alligator is a puppet that is used to  for
phonological awareness, emotional and social 
development, and number concepts.

Alligator Puppet

Morning Greeting

These stickers 
are used for 
choosing a 
greeting style. 
Placed on the 
classroom entry 
door or a wall, 
these stickers 
help develop 
make 
independent 
choices and 
share likes and 
dislikes.

Dienes Blocks

One of the best resource to learn number sense 
around base ten, place value and number 
operations. 

A wonderful 
resource to 
teach number 
bonds in base 
ten. These 
frames are 
also used for 
subitising and 
looking at 
properties of 
numbers.

Ten Frames

Bead String

Floor cards can be stuck on the floor to plan 
movement activities for letter recognition, letter-
sound association and discrimination. 

Floor Cards

Shape and Colour Kit

Two-dimensional 
coloured shapes can be 
used to teach sorting and 
patterning. This set of 
plane colourful 
geometrical figures are 
best for tracing on 
board and explain 
concepts related 
to shapes and its 
related properties.

Arrow ardsC

Arrow cards help to display place 
value and value of digits. They help 
develop fluency in number 
operations.

Tangrams provide wonderful 
opportunity to be creative. 
Many other 
concepts such as 
fractions, shapes, 
angle 
relationships, 
symmetry, area 
and perimeter 
etc. can also be 
taught with them.

Tangrams

Fraction Tiles

Proportionally sized
tiles help students
compare fractional 
values. These tiles 

 enable students to 
explore fractions, 
fractional 
equivalences, 
mixed numbers & 
add and subtract
fractions.

The crown 
can used to 
teach sight 
words and 
develop 
vocabulary. 
The use 
can be 
extended 
to all 
domains.

Tricky Word Crown



Uses Project Zero
Thinking Routines and
Story based Pedagogy 

Art of
story telling-
given by

Gijubhai Badheka
5.3.2

Story-based Approach

Everybody loves a good story, 
especially children.

Stories, through involving 
children directly in their 
learning process, help them 
build their own vocabulary. 
Besides being a rich resource 
in language learning and 
teaching, stories also 
introduce the world beyond 
their immediate experience, 
thereby helping children learn 
much more than words.

Stories also serve as a 
powerful tool for the holistic 
development of children. They 
foster language learning as 
well as emotional, social, and 
intellectual development.

says...



Committed to support...           ...at all times



 

Singapore Math  

Manipulatives - For active engagement and deepened learning 

S Mtructured & ystematic, ulti-Sensorys ,

ntegrated & nquiry-based,I i

earner- entred  xperientialL Ec ,

Foundation and Preparatory Curriculum

Aligned with 

NCFSE 2023



English Maths

EVS

Hindi

ICT

5.3.3

Theme-based Approach

The thematic approach is a way of 
teaching and learning where many areas 
of the curric- ulum are connected 
together and integrated within a theme. 
Rather than learning di�er- ent skills at 
di�erent points of time or learning 
di�erent subjects, children are helped to 
make meaningful connections through a 
theme and explore di�erent topics or 
aspects within the theme.

says...

Theme based

Spiral Approach 



The 3-stage
lesson plans

Experiential learning  

Edgar Dale's Cone of Learning 



DIGITAL

SUPPORT

, FOR TEACHERS

PARENTS &

LEARNERS

FLIPPED CLASSROOM RESOURCES
help exploring subjects in a deeper manner

Worksheets Management



HINDI CB
& PRINTABLE 
WORKSHE TE



Monthly / Semester Curriculum
Curriculum created with the vision to 'Keep the 

bag light'. The book set includes onthly books, m

Jotter and Wipe Clean Fun Mat for re-primary - p

classes, all subjects (English, EVS/Science SST, ,

Maths, G.K.) in Semester books along with Bloom's 

level worksheets for primary classes.



Language Cognitive



21stCentury Skills -



Integration of elements of 
Art with core subjects

ICT modules to use 
digital skills in daily life

 Becoming a better
version of oneself with SEL

STEM and STEAM 'Project Based Learning'

Financial 
Litera y c

De-codable Readers
for the love of reading 

Enrich any Curriculum 21st-Century Skill Pack with 



Transitioning to an emphasis on critical and
analytical thinking rather than rote learning

says...

US Edition 

$19.99

Indian Edition 

D400

US Edition 

$19.99

Indian Edition 

D400

STEM-related careers are 



Help students apply math 

to the world around them! 

Financial
Literacy
Lessons Activities & 

Helping Children Learn

™

Give students important life skills by teaching them about money and 
how to apply math to the world around them. The real-life examples and 
authentic games and activities in this dynamic series engage students in 
applying financial concepts to life, while also applying higher-order 
thinking skills across the curriculum. 

• Real-world stories present meaningful vocabulary 

that children can relate to.

• Math applications and hands-on learning activities 
help students relate financial concepts to their lives.

• Interesting topics  engage students in learning and 

include where money is spent, what money is spent on, 

and the choices students have wh it comes to en 

handling money.

 these Based on current national and state standards,

financial literacy units include:

• Teacher overview with a suggested 

teaching plan,  discussion questions, and 

vocabulary 

• Fictional text that introduces each unit’s 
theme in the context of real life   

• Vocabulary and concept practice 

activities 

• Math application that presents 

scenarios using   money-based word 

problems 

• Hands-on activities such as partner and 

whole-class games and role playing that 

bring the concepts to life

Books include reproducible resource pages 

with cutouts, reference sheets, and 
additional aids to support student learning.  

  

 

 

3-8



The aim is to be an independent 
reader and writer by G3

The aim must be to focus on 
higher-order thinking skills once
foundational literacy is 
achieved

says...

Australian Edition 
AUD 79.90

Indian Edition 

D D550- 850



Elements of ART 
Introducing children to the basic elements of the arts provides them 

multiple frameworks to organise and understand multisensorial stimuli 
and develop their aesthetic sensibilities. Simple exercises based on  

elements of sound, colour, or movement can be applied to their everyday 

contexts to correlate these with emotions, thoughts, and actions.

Appreciation of ART 
Aesthetic appreciation: The art class must include regular conversations 

and discussions around the appreciation of what we like personally, what 
is appreciated collectively, and what is desirable aesthetically.

Integration with other subjects

A�/Form/Aesthetics

Material Techniques

Expression

Medium

Cra�

Facts

Concepts

Application

Explanation

Laws

A�
Integration

Non
A�sA�

An integrated art curriculum that provides age 
appropriate art activities (with material) to develop 
physical, motor, social, emotional or cognitive skills 
along with creative expression.

says...

• DIY Activities
• Art Integration: Cross- urricular Approachc
• Audio- isual Aids for Cross- urricular Integrationv c
• "Good to now!" facts for onceptual earningK C L
• Art Appreciation: Know the amous rtistF A s
• Integrated with Classical Music
• Based on the Elements & Principles of Art



Life skills are the behavioural skills required for well-being and performance in five key areas: self-

awareness, self-management, responsible decision-making, relationship skills, and social awareness.

These skills help gain skills in important areas beyond academics.

Self-
warenessa

Self-
anagementm

Responsible
Decision aking-m

Relationship
Skills

Social
Awareness

Recent research drawing from a large number of scientifically 
rigourous cross-sectional and longitudinal studies 
demonstrates that introduction of socio-emotional learning 
(SEL) in schools can lead to improved cognitive and emotional 
resilience and promote constructive social engagement.

1-8

says...



Communication
Collaboration

-lSelf earning

Forum,



EARLY LEARNER, ENGLISH LEARNER, EVERY LEARNER

Reading, math, early literacy, and custom assessments
Why overwhelm educators and students with testing? Streamline the assessment process with valid, reliable data to deliver the right 

instruction, at the right time, for the right reason. Get a complete view of students’ progress at the grade, school, or district level, including 

achievement and growth measures.

Purposeful
The data and insight you 

need to inform 

instructional decisions, 

whether assessing in 

school or remotely.

Proven
Trust the validity and 

reliability of Star data, 

backed by research, 

validity studies, and 

millions of data points.

Powerful
Cutting-edge learning 

science, data analytics, 

and test design deliver 

maximum impact in 

minimal time.

Predictive
Statistical linking makes 

Star highly predictive of 

performance on state and 

other high-stakes tests.

WHY STAR IS QUICK AND ACCURATE

How it works

Computer-

adaptive testing

Automatic

adjustments

No 

repetition

Accurate

results

1 2 3 4



Says...
Digital resources are beneficial 
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•

 

•
 

• 
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stories learning

• Comprehensive as a full and extensive year’s programme, with 

more than 150 interactive lessons containing lesson plans, 

teacher’s notes and fun worksheets alongside dozens 

of exciting activities

• Aligned with the Jolly Phonics Handbook and Pupil 

and Teacher’s Books

• Accessible and fully-web based with the ability to 

create multiple, personalised staff or classroom 

profiles

• Toggle between print or precursive fonts and 

British or American English

• Easy-to-use with instructions and guidance for 

every step of the way

• Audio for hearing the letter sounds, stories and 

Jolly Songs

• Fun and enjoyable lessons designed to engage 

students

Jolly Classroom (available via annual school subscription) JC001

1

Step 1 - Introduce the 42 letter sounds

Step 1 focuses on the five key skills of Jolly Phonics to 
teach reading and writing: Learning the letter sounds, 
learning letter formation, blending, segmenting, and 

tricky words.

3

Step 3 - Consolidate the teaching

Step 3 aims to consolidate the learning of Steps 1 and 
2 by introducing new alternative letter-sound spelling 
patterns and tricky words, as well as long and short 

vowels, and a variety of reading comprehension activities.

2

Step 2 - Build on the initial teaching

Step 2 builds on the teaching in Step 1 following a similar 
format of daily revision and consolidation, along with 

extension topics for the week. The main alternative vowel 
spellings, capital letters and alphabet, new tricky words 

and guided writing activities are all introduced.

The magic of Jolly Phonics at your fingertips!

Discover our brand new digital 
platform with a fresh and vibrant 
look providing all the tools teachers 
need to deliver fun and engaging 
lessons, easily and effectively.



2nd year of school

ages 5-6
3rd year of school

ages 6-7
4th year of school

ages 7-8
5th year of school

ages 8-9
6th year of school

ages 9-10
7th year of school

ages 10-11

1st year of school

ages 4-5

Children continue to refine and extend their earlier phonics knowledge with each year providing:
- 36 spelling lessons (1 per week) - 36 grammar or punctuation lessons (1 per week)

Daily Phonics 
Lessons

Choose from interactive software, photocopiable handbooks or pupil and teacher’s books to deliver 
the programme. Use decodable readers to match the skills that children are taught.

An integrated programme that grows with your children in school

Available in precursive 

letters with exit strokes 

to encourage joined-up 

handwriting, or print letters 

with no exit strokes.



Moral Based Stories 

A Jungle Adventure-Forgiveness

A Croocked House-Jealousy

A Stargazing Dragon-Patience

Little Arthur Accordion-Respect

Parade In The Sky-Punctuality

A Strange Bracelet-Sharing

A Wise Match-Politeness

An Angry Friend-Anger Management

The Mysterious Juggler-Good Manners

The Turnip Garden-Cooperation

Classic Readers 

What’s

Inside

What’s

Inside

With pre-reading, 

during reading 

and after reading 

comprehension 

questions

Value Based Series 

Leon & Friends- Give Up Greed

Adam & Friends-Learn To Obey

Ana & Friends-Learn To Be Polite

Ben & Friends-Learn To Share

Betty & Friends-Learn To Cooperate

Mia & Friends-Give Up Jealousy

Donna & Friends-Learn To Be Confident

Dylan & Friends-Learn To Be Courageous

Ellie & Friends-Learn To Be Punctual

Leah & Friends-Learn To Be Honest

Molly & Friends-Learn To Manage Time

Kyle & Friends-Learn To Manage Anger

After reading

activities on 

• Discussion

• Think and Answer

• Comprehension

After reading

activities on 

• Discussion

• Think and Answer

• Comprehension

Panchtantra (1-4) 

Thumbelina

The Frog Prince

Peter Pan

Aladdin

Ugly Duckling

Aesop Fables

Pinocchio

Alice in Wonderland

The Little Mermaid 

Alibaba and the Forty Thieves 

Cinderella

Jack and the Beanstalk

Beauty and the Beast

Jungle Book

What’s

Inside

Hindi
Decodable
Readers

एक मा�ा एक कहानी    



Finger Phonics Books 
introduce young children to all of the 
le�er sounds, not just the alphabet. The 
teaching in these books is 
multisensory. Each le�er sound is 
introduced with an action and a large 
cut-out le�er, which helps li�le �ngers 
to feel the correct formation. Fun 
activities at the end of each book help 
children to use their new le�er- sound 
knowledge and begin to develop their 
reading and writing skills.

Jolly Phonic Finger Phonic 
1  Set of 7 Big Books

Jolly Phonic Finger Phonic 
1 Set of 7 Hard Bound Books 

(Regular Size)

TOTAL

11550

6000

17550

8100

4200

12300

MRP Selling PriceTitle

Finger Phonics Big Books 
   These books enable teachers to introduce all 42 le�er 
sounds to the whole class. Each 16-page book has a 
teacher's introduction as well as exercises that the 
class can do. Each set of the seven books comes with 
a wipe clean plastic sheet that can be clipped on the 
page. This can be used by both teachers and children 
to write words and le�ers to complete the exercises.

Size in inches
18.5×14.75

Size in inches
9×8.25

NEP 2020 also directs teachers to “choose texts with large print which is 

visible from a distance and encourage children to read aloud with them” 
says...

These refreshed editions are the same as 
previous editions in terms of number of pages, 
pagination and core content, but have been 
enhanced with:
• New cover designs, colour-coded to match 

each group of le�er sounds across other 
Jolly Phonics resources.

• Fresh and new full-page illustrations for 
each page

• New-style, easy-to-follow le�er formation 
guides



DOODLE
magic

Doodling is a simple way for the 

brain to remain on task and a 

tool, which prevents ‘drifting’. 

Kids scribble out all their thoughts 

with the help of Doodle Magic.

belongs to

.... ........ ....... ........ ........ ........ ...

belongs to

..............................................

belongs to

.......... ................ ............... .....

belongs to

............ ............... .............. .....

Origami
Activities handpicked to highlight 

the course covered in other subjects.

Origami is one avenue that 
provides both mental and 

physical s?mulus. Origami helps 
develop handeye coordina?on,  

fine motor skills, mental 
concentra?on and manual 

dexterity. Use of both the hands 
directly s?mulat es the brain. 

Origami is used in various 
therapeu?c se ?ngs, inc ludi ng 
art therapy and in  stroke and 

injury rehabilita?on. 
The book we present you is 

based on the ancient origami . It 
offers you several origami 

model s based on the different 
interes?ng themes. 

Email: saarbooks@gmail .com

Website: www.sa areduca?on.com

Copyrig ht © 2020 SAAR BOO KS

100

®
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SE0172

Origami is one avenue that 
provides both mental and 

physical s?mulus. Origami helps 
devel op handeye coordina?on, 

fine motor skills, mental 
concentra?on and manual 

dexterity. Use of both the hands 
directly s?mulates the brain.  

Origami is used in various 
therapeu?c se ?ngs, incl uding 
art therapy and in stroke and 

injury rehabil ita?on. 
The book we present you is 

based on the anc ient ori gami. It 
offers you several origami  

models based on the different 
interes?ng themes. 

Email: saarbooks@gmail.com

Website: www.saa reduca ?on.com

Copyright © 2020 SA AR BOO KS

®

E DUC AT ION (I ) PVT. L TD.

100
ISBN 978- 93-8480 5-64-7

9 789384 805647

SE0173

Origami is one avenue that 
provides both mental and 

physical s?mulus. Origami helps 
develop handeye coordina?on, 

fine motor skills, mental 
concentra?on and manual 

dexterity. Use of both the hands 
directly s?mulates the brain. 

Origami is used in various 
therapeu?c se?ngs, including 
art therapy and in stroke and 

injury rehabilita?on. 
The book we present you is 
based on the ancient and 

contemporary origami. It offers 
you several origami models 

based on the different 
interes?ng themes. 
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Origami is one avenue that 
provides both mental and 

physical s?mulus. Origami helps 
develop handeye coordina?on, 

fine motor skills, mental 
concentra?on and manual 

dexterity. Use of both the hands 
directly s?mulates the brain. 

Origami is used in various 
therapeu?c se?ngs, including 
art  therapy and in stroke and 

injury rehabilita?on. 
The book we present you is 
based on the ancient and 

contemporary origami. It offers 
you s everal origami models 

based on the different 
interes?ng themes. 
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Origami is one avenue that 
provides both mental and 

physical s?mulus. Origami helps 
develop handeye coordina?on, 

fine motor skills, mental 
concentra?on and manual 

dexterity. Use of both the hands 
directly s?mulates the brain. 

Origami is used in various 
therapeu?c se?ngs, including 
art therapy and in stroke and 

injury rehabilita?on. 
The book we present you is 
based on the ancient and 

contemporary origami. It offers 

you several origami models 
based on the different 

interes?ng themes. 
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A series of Pre-Primary 

worksheets that induce the 

spirit of learning in children.

Cross-curricular encyclopedia series

which help pupils to value 

the importance of asking questions

about the world we live in.

EXPLORERS &

CREATIVE THINKERS. 

The activities make them 



Integrated project and

purposeful assessments 

ICT

Activity based computer 

books presented in a lucid, 

interesting and an enjoyable 

manner.
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Reading Comprehension 
Fundamentals
Reading Comprehension Fundamentals provides 
tools to target the reading skills and strategies 
with which students need the most help. The 33 
skill-based units include �ction and non�ction 
texts and incorporate a variety of reading 
comprehension activities. 

The comprehensive units guide students to 
develop a deep understanding of each skill, 
strategy, and genre introduced with a simple 
“teach, practice, and assess” approach. Ample 
reading experiences and varied response 
formats help to improve students’ overall 
comprehension and test-taking skills.
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Art Fundamentals
A� Fundamentals has it all: background 
information, literature resources, and easy step-
by-step directions for 96 a� projects. Children 
learn about the seven elements of a� and then 
use the elements in the styles of famous a�ists.

This beautifully illustrated book is designed to 
increase children’s awareness of di�erent kinds 
of a� and o�er a wide range of activities to 
experience it. Included are downloadable PDFs 
of famous works of a� that you can print and 
display in your classroom or home or use to 
create an a� journal for children.
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Fundamentals
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